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ABSTRACT
We present the results of a calculation of the thermal spectrum from a 2D, moving
mesh, high-accuracy, viscous hydrodynamical simulation of an accreting supermassive
black hole binary. We include viscous heating, shock heating, and radiative cooling,
evolving for longer than a viscous time so that we reach a quasi-steady accretion state.
In agreement with previous work, we find that gas is efficiently stripped from the inner
edge of the circumbinary disk and enters the cavity along accretion streams, which feed
persistent “mini-disks” surrounding each black hole. We also find that emission from
the shock-heated mini-disks and accretion streams prevents any deficit in high-energy
emission that may be expected inside the circumbinary cavity, and instead leads to a
characteristic brightening of the spectrum beginning in soft X-rays.
1 INTRODUCTION
Supermassive black hole (SMBHs) binaries have gained
significant attention as potential sources of both gravita-
tional and electromagnetic radiation. It is currently believed
that SMBHs with masses between 106 and 109M⊙ reside
in nearly all nearby galaxy nuclei (Kormendy & Richstone
1995; Ferrarese & Ford 2005). Mergers of such galaxies are
expected to give rise to bound SMBH binary systems in the
merged galaxy remnant, following a phase of dynamical fric-
tion in which the SMBHs become gravitationally bound (see
the recent review by Mayer 2013).
It is expected that there is an abundance of dense gas
in the nuclei of merged galaxies (Barnes & Hernquist
1992; Springel, Di Matteo & Hernquist 2005) and
that this gas can form a circumbinary accretion disk
(Artymowicz & Lubow 1996; Armitage & Natarajan 2002;
Milosavljevic´ & Phinney 2005). Such binaries may provide
a unique opportunity to observe electromagnetic signatures
originating from the interaction of the binary with the
surrounding accretion disk. The gravitational radiation
originating from the SMBH binary inspiral should also be
detectable by Pulsar Timing Arrays (PTAs) (Hobbs et al.
2010; Kocsis & Sesana 2011; Tanaka, Menou & Haiman
2012; Lommen 2012; Sesana et al. 2012) or by a space
interferometer such as eLISA (Amaro-Seoane et al. 2013),
provided the binary has maintained a circumbinary disk
past the decoupling epoch (Barausse & Rezzolla 2008;
Noble et al. 2012; Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb 2012)
A number of “dual” systems, in which two SMBHs oc-
cupy the same galaxy, but are too widely separated to be
gravitationally bound, have been observed (Komossa et al.
2003; Comerford et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2013; Woo et al.
2014), as well as several candidate binary systems (see e.g.
Liu, Li & Komossa (2014) and references therein). Proposed
electromagnetic signatures of such binaries include spatially
resolving two AGN-like point-sources, identifying double-
peaked broad emission lines, spatial structures in radio jets,
and characteristic time variability in quasar emission.
In this paper we focus on characteristic changes
to the thermal continuum emission brought about
by the presence of a binary. Such signatures have
been discussed previously (Liu, Wu & Cao 2003;
Milosavljevic´ & Phinney 2005; Hayasaki, Mineshige & Ho
2008; Lodato et al. 2009; Shapiro 2010; Liu & Shapiro
2010; Tanaka, Menou & Haiman 2012; Gu¨ltekin & Miller
2012; Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb 2012; Tanaka 2013;
Roedig, Krolik & Miller 2014), but we present the first
calculation of a SMBH thermal spectrum directly from sim-
ulation results. We find that our spectra differ qualitatively
from prior predictions due to the large amount of emission
from hot gas residing in minidisks surrounding each BH,
as well as in the accretion streams which penetrate the
cavity. This gas causes a surplus, rather than a deficit, in
the high-energy regions of the composite spectrum.
2 METHODS
Our initial disk configurations consist of the “middle region”
Shakura-Sunyaev solution for a steady-state, geometrically
thin, optically thick accretion disk, assuming a gas pressure
dominated fluid with electron scattering as the dominant
opacity. We modify this solution by exponentially reducing
the density and pressure by a factor of exp
[
−(r/r0)
−10
]
to create a hollow cavity within r . r0 ≡ 2.5a, where a
is the binary separation. In the early stage of our simula-
tions, the inner cavity wall migrates inward due to viscosity,
accretion streams form, and a quasi-steady state is reached.
The fluid evolves according the the 2D viscous Navier Stokes
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equations, assuming an α-law viscosity prescription and ac-
counting for the binary potential in the expression for the
disk scale height h,
ν = αcsh = α
P
Σ
(
Gm1
r31
+
Gm2
r32
)−1/2
, (1)
where Σ is the surface density, P is the vertically integrated
pressure, mi is the mass of each BH, ri is the distance to
each BH, and α is the viscosity parameter, which we choose
to be α = 0.1.
The DISCO code (Duffell & MacFadyen 2014) allows
one the freedom to specify the motion of the computational
cells. For this problem we choose a rotation profile which
matches the nearly Keplerian fluid motion outside the cavity,
while transitioning to uniform rotation at the binary orbital
frequency inside the cavity.
Our numerical methods are similar to those described
in Farris et al. (2014), with several important differences.
We have replaced the isothermal prescription with a full
evolution of the energy equation, assuming a Γ-law equa-
tion of state of the form P = (Γ − 1)ǫ, where ǫ is the
internal energy density, and the adiabatic index is set to
Γ = 5/3. We have added the appropriate radiative cool-
ing and viscous heating terms to the energy equation. The
cooling rate for an optically thick, geometrically thin disk
is qcool = 4/3τ
−1T 4, where T is the mid-plane temper-
ature, and τ is the optical depth for electron scattering
(τ = ΣσT /mp). For a Shakura-Sunyaev disk around a single
BH, this is in balance with the local viscous heating rate,
qvis = 9/8αPΩ (Frank, King & Raine 2002). We therefore
parametrize our simulations by choosing the Mach number
at r = a, Ma ≡ (GM/a)
1/2/
√
P (a)/Σ(a), and scaling the
cooling rate accordingly,
qcool =
9
8
αΩ(a)P (a)M4a
(
P
Σv2a
)4(
Σ
Σ(a)
)−1
. (2)
For the simulations in this paper, we set Ma = 32. De-
tails of our implementation of viscous heating in the energy
equation are straightforward, and will be described in de-
tail in an upcoming paper. With these improvements, we
can self-consistently determine the temperature and emis-
sion everywhere in the disk due to both viscous heating and
shock heating. We have tested that the code can reproduce
the analytic steady-state Shakura-Sunyaev solution around
a single BH (see Fig. 1). This demonstrates our ability to
accurately balance viscous heating and radiative cooling.
In Figure 2, we plot a snapshot of the gas den-
sity near the binary at t = 2700tbin, after the disk
has relaxed to a quasi-equilibrium state. We note that
the cavity has grown lopsided, as observed in, e.g.
MacFadyen & Milosavljevic´ (2008); Cuadra et al. (2009);
Roedig et al. (2012); Shi et al. (2012); Noble et al. (2012);
Farris et al. (2014). See Farris et al. (2014) and Shi et al.
(2012) for a description of the mechanism driving the growth
of this lopsidedness. The results are qualitatively similar to
those of Farris et al. (2014), with prominent streams en-
tering the cavity and feeding persistent minidisks around
each BH. By treating the radiative cooling of the disk self-
consistently, we are able to calculate profiles of the electro-
magnetic emission from these disks. In Fig 3 (top panel)
we plot a 2D profile of the bolometric luminosity per unit
surface area. We note that the brightest component of the
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Figure 1. Results of Shakura-Sunyaev solution. The initial con-
dition, shown in blue, has an inner cavity, but outside r & 5a,
it matches the analytic solution for a gas-pressure dominated
Shakura-Sunyaev disk with scale height h/r = 0.03 around a
single BH with electron scattering as the dominant opacity. The
approximate (to first order in 1/Ma) analytic solution for den-
sity ρ, pressure P , deviation from Keplerian azimuthal velocity
δvφ ≡ vφ− vφkep and radial velocity vr is shown in green, and the
relaxed simulation results are shown in red.
accretion flow is the hot minidisks, with significant emis-
sion coming from the shock-heated fluid in the accretion
streams. We also plot the azimuthally integrated luminosity
per annulus, dL/dr and compare with the expected Shakura-
Sunyaev profile for a steady-state disk around a single BH.
While the enhancement near r/a = 0.5 is expected due to
the hot minidisks surrounding each BH, it is surprising that
there is no dip in dL/dr associated with the low density
cavity, as has been widely assumed in the literature (see e.g.
Milosavljevic´ & Phinney 2005; Tanaka & Menou 2010). On
the contrary, we find that the emission associated with the
shock heating in the accretion streams is sufficient to bring
the emission from within the cavity above that of a disk
around a single BH.
For realistic circumbinary disks at cosmological dis-
tances, features inside the cavity are unlikely to be directly
resolved observationally. However, features in the circumbi-
nary disk profile can leave an imprint in the observed AGN
spectrum. In an ordinary AGN disk, the gas temperature
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 2. Snapshot of surface density Σ during quasi-steady state
after t ≈ 2700tbin ≈ tvis. Surface density is normalized by the
maximum value at t = 0 and plotted on a logarithmic scale in the
inner ±6a. Orbital motion is in the counter-clockwise direction.
depends strongly on radius, and thus thermal emission from
an annulus at r contributes to the spectrum most strongly
at hν ≈ kT (r). Consequently, it has been predicted that the
missing emission from the circumbinary cavity can lead to a
“notch” in the thermal spectrum (Roedig, Krolik & Miller
2014). We test this prediction in our simulations by calcu-
lating the spectrum assuming thermal blackbody emission
at each point in the disk,
Lν =
∫
2hν3
c2exp
(
hν
kTeff (r,φ)
)
− 1
dA (3)
where the effective temperature Teff(r, φ) ≡
(qcool(r, φ)/σ)
1/4, and qcool is the radiative cooling
rate. We find no noticeable “notch” in the spectrum, as the
low-frequency tail of the emission from the hot minidisks
and the hot streams effectively washes out any defecits
arising from the missing gas in the cavity. A spectrum
computed from snapshots separated by δt ≈ 3tbin during
the relaxed, quasi-steady state at t ≈ 2700tbin is shown
in Figure 4. We find a strong enhancement in emission at
high frequencies due to the shock heated minidisks. Scaled
to a 108M⊙ binary with a separation near decoupling at
a/M = 100, we find that the enhancement is significant
in soft and hard X-rays. This X-ray enhancement has
been predicted by Roedig, Krolik & Miller (2014), who
estimated the characteristic frequency of minidisk “hot
spot” emission by estimating the amount of energy released
due to shock heating when accretion streams impact the
minidisks. While our enhancements occur at somewhat
lower energy compared to their estimate of ∼ 100keV,
this is likely due to our simplifying assumption of thermal
blackbody emission throughout our domain, whereas they
consider emission due to inverse Compton scattering. We
Figure 3. Top Panel: Snapshot of surface brightness dL/dA dur-
ing quasi-steady state after t ≈ 2700tbin ≈ tvis, normalized by
the value at r = a for a steady-state disk around a single BH.
Bottom Panel: Radial profile of azimuthally integrated surface
brightness, dL/dr time averaged over ≈ 25 orbits is plotted in
blue, reference profile for a steady-state disk around a single BH
plotted in green for comparison.
also expect that spectral enhancements are likely to extend
to lower frequencies when one considers emission from the
hot streams within the cavity. We decompose the spec-
trum into a component emitted from within the minidisk
region inside a distance a/2 of each black hole, a “cavity”
component emitted from outside the minidisks, but within
a distance of 6a from the origin, and an “outer” region
emitted from outside 6a. We plot spectra at two different
times, separated by ∼ 3tbin in order to demonstrate the
time variability of the spectrum. While the emission from
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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Figure 4. Thermal spectra computed from simulation snapshot
at t ≈ 2700tbin ≈ tvis. Red curves are calculated from disk data
≈ 3tbin after that of black curves. The full spectra is represented
by solid lines, the component arising only from minidisk regions
within distance d < 0.5a of either BH is represented by dashed
lines, the “cavity” emission is represented by dotted lines, and the
emission from the “outer region” is represented by dashed-dotted
lines.
the “outer” region is steady in time, the emission from the
cavity and the minidisks shifts to higher frequencies as a
high density “lump” falls on the binary, coinciding with
a spike in M˙ . Such lumps have been noted in a number
of previous simulations (MacFadyen & Milosavljevic´ 2008;
Roedig et al. 2011; Noble et al. 2012; Shi et al. 2012;
Farris et al. 2014). In Figure 5, we plot the accretion rate
M˙ and total luminosity L as a function of time, as well
as the respective Lomb-Scargle periodograms. We see that
the accretion rate remains roughly proportional to the
luminosity, as both vary by a factor of ∼ 4. In both cases
the dominant mode in the periodogram is at ω ≈ 1/7ωbin,
corresponding to the orbital frequency of the high density
lump in the disk just outside the cavity.
3 DISCUSSION
Accreting SMBH binaries may constitute rare sources with
observable electromagnetic as well as gravitational radia-
tion. In order to distinguish electromagnetic emission from
binaries from that of ordinary AGN, it is important to iden-
tify observable signatures that characterize binary accretion.
The Shakura-Sunyaev model has been successful in explain-
ing the continuum spectra of ordinary AGN. Here we present
a generalization of this model by computing the blackbody
spectrum from the results of 2D simulations of binary ac-
cretion.
Prior work has focused on deficits in the spectrum
which correspond to missing emission from the circumbi-
nary cavity. We find that emission from the hot streams
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Figure 5. The time variable accretion rate (black) onto the bi-
nary, and total luminosity (red), are plotted in the top panel
over a window of 100 orbits, and the corresponding Lomb-Scargle
periodograms, computed over ∼ 1000 orbits, are plotted in the
bottom panel.
which penetrate the cavity, along with the low-frequency
tail of the emission from the shock-heated minidisks is suf-
ficient to mask such “notches”. Other proposed signatures
which depend on a high-frequency cutoff associated with
an empty cavity such as the “Lyman edges” predicted by
Generozov & Haiman (2014) are disfavored by our results
as well (although this signature could become visible if
the minidisks were radiatively inefficient). We find that en-
hanced X-ray emission from the minidisks is a more promi-
nent and robust signature. Such “hot spots” have been pre-
viously predicted at somewhat higher frequencies using an-
alytic arguments (Roedig, Krolik & Miller 2014), and were
also predicted to arise from the tidally heated rim of the
cavity (Lodato et al. 2009; Kocsis, Haiman & Loeb 2012),
but we have provided the first self-consistent numerical sim-
ulations which demonstrate this feature. Instruments sensi-
tive to X-ray emission from AGN such as XMM-Newton1,
NuSTAR
2, the upcoming eROSITA3 all-sky survey, and the
proposed ATHENA4 X-ray observatory may be sensitive
to these signatures. We also note that broad lines, which
are powered by the hard radiation from the inner disk,
may be enhanced by this emission, contrary to the unusu-
ally weak broad lines expected in the case of a dim cavity
(Tanaka, Menou & Haiman 2012).
In future work, we intend to relax our black-body as-
sumption and take into account radiative processes such
as inverse Compton scattering that may be relevant. We
also intend to include radiation pressure in our calcula-
1 http://sci.esa.int/xmm-newton/
2 http://www.nustar.caltech.edu/
3 http://www.mpe.mpg.de/erosita/
4 http://www.the-athena-x-ray-observatory.eu/
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tions, which may become particularly relevant in the shock-
heated minidisks. In this paper, we have focused our at-
tention on equal-mass binaries, but we intend to study the
dependence of spectral features on binary mass-ratio. We
also intend to determine the dependence of these features
on disk thicknesses. For computational efficiency, we have
performed our simulations in 2D, assuming an α-law vis-
cosity as a proxy for the viscosity arising from magneto-
hydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence. In future work, we intend
to perform full 3D MHD simulations using the DISCO code
(Duffell & MacFadyen 2014) in order to verify the validity
of these approximations.
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